"Vnd jm jrem tot sach sÿ fill liblicher, dan do sÿ noch daz leben hett." (In her death she looked much sweeter than when she was still alive.)
1 With these words, Albrecht Dürer, the Renaissance artist from Nuremberg, concluded an entry on the final months of his mother, Barbara-an account beginning with the morning of April 26, 1513, when her chamber had to be broken into and the emaciated woman was brought into a downstairs room in Dürer's house, and ending with her death on May 16, 1514. In fact, Dürer brought his description to an end more than once. Before finalizing his account, he offered the following supplication: "vnd daz vns der allmechtig got daz ewig leben geb. Amen." (And may God Almighty give unto us eternal life. Amen.) 2 Using a "different quill and ink," Dürer then supplemented this concluding phrase with the note quoted above on the peaceful expression of the departed: "In her death she looked much sweeter than when she was still alive."
3 In this final twist, painlessness in death takes the place of the agony Dürer had described in such great detail before.
The account of Barbara Dürer's last year stems from the so-called memorial book or "Gedenkbuch," a folio with writings and one illustration in Dürer's hand (see figs. 17 and 18). 4 The paper leaf must have been part of a larger omnibus, though no other folios survive. 2 Dürer, "Gedenkbuch," 37; Dürer, Writings, 79. 3 Dürer, "Gedenkbuch," 37. Other critics have agreed with the editor's reading of the evidence. 4 Dürer, "Gedenkbuch," 35-38. Conway (Writings) usually refers to it as the "other book," using the term Dürer himself used in his family chronicle to refer to other writings he kept on himself that have usually been seen as the "Gedenkbuch."
5 Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, Cim. 32 (311 × 215 mm), last published in Michael helmut puff fragment is something of an assemblage. Its pieces, among which the account of his mother's death is but one (though the most comprehensive by far), do not make up a coherent whole. 6 First, the two pages we have address a variety of themes that are loosely connected rather than tightly sewn together; second, the text's scaffold, once erected, invited later additions and extensions. Such "incoherence" is not unique. The structure of Dürer's memorial folio is comparable to early modern texts described by their modern editors as "autobiographical."
7 Not only did such texts frequently accommodate a variety of information; on occasion, they were also the product of a layered writing process, as is the case here. In sum, the memorial book represents a thematictemporal composite, lacking the stringency and boundedness associated with the term text in common parlance. It functioned as ledger and archive. Hessen-Damstadt, 1624 -1700 (Darmstadt: Hessiche Historische Kommission, 2002 .
